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Travel Department 

 

Part (C) of the FAST Access Request form allows users to request two different travel roles – a 

fiscal approver role (Expense Manager, Reviewer, RO Approver), or the Travel Coordinator role 

(View Only or Delegate capability). Fiscal approver roles allow users to fiscally approve travel, 

either for an entire department (Expense Manager, Reviewer) or for a Research Initiative account 

(RO Approver). The Travel Coordinator role allows users to access and/or view travel transactions 

in Archivum, as well as travel reports in Power BI. Submission of the FAST Access Request form 

is required for a user to gain Travel Coordinator/fiscal approver access. The steps to complete the 

form are provided below.  

In Section 1 of the form, provide the following information for the user who needs access: 

- Employee information (Name, Department, Employee ID Number)  

- The user’s FAST ID; Note – In FAST, you can find the FAST ID for a user with the “User 

Profiles” tab in the General Information tile 

- The user’s contact information, and the date of the request 

 

Section 2 of the form is used to indicate which role is being added or removed: 

- For a fiscal approver role, indicate an A or D (for add or delete) in Box A1 

- For the Travel Coordinator role, indicate an A or D in Box B1 

 
 

https://www.usf.edu/business-finance/controller/payment-services/travel.aspx
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Section 3 of the form is required only if Section 2 indicates that the Travel Coordinator role needs 

to be added/deleted. To complete Section 3: 

- Provide the GEMS department number(s) in the following format: X-XXXX-XXX 

- Indicate the type of access for that department – either View Only OR Delegate access 

 

Note – travel transactions cannot be submitted and fiscally approved by the same user. If a fiscal 

approver needs only the capability to view travel transactions in Archivum or reports in Power BI 

for a department, and not to submit transactions, request View Only access for the user. 

Section 4 of the form is required only if Section 2 indicates that a fiscal approver role needs to be 

added/deleted. Provide any department number for Section 4 in the following format: XXXXXX.  

- To add/delete a Reviewer role, list the operating unit and FAST department number(s) in 

the Reviewer row.  

- To add/delete an Expense Manager role, list the operating unit and FAST department 

number(s) in the Expense Manager row.  

- To add/delete an RO Approver role, list the initiative number(s) in the RO Approver row.  

 

If multiple fiscal approver roles need to be added/deleted for a user, they may all be included in 

this table on a single form in their respective rows. For both sections 3 and 4, you may attach a 

separate page listing additional departments/initiatives, if needed; ensure they are clearly labeled 

by their corresponding role(s). 

Accountable Officer signature is required at the bottom of the FAST Access Request form. Once 

the form is signed, it should be sent to BUSFIN FAST Security (Fast!!Security@admin.usf.edu). 

If submitting multiple forms for different users, send each form separately to BUSFIN.   

 

If you have questions, please contact travelhelp@usf.edu.  
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